Executive Summary

1. Executive Summary
Instructions

Inputs

If the project provides any known additional benefits above solving the identified violations or constraints, identify
those benefits (e.g. reliability, economic, resilience, etc.).

1.m.

Additional benefits

Confirm that all technical analysis files have been provided for this proposal.

1.n.

Technical analysis files provided

Confirm that all necessary project diagrams have been provided for this proposal.

1.o.

Project diagram files provided

Indicate if company evaluation and operations and maintenance information has been provided for this proposal.

1.p.

Company evaluation and operations and
maintenance information provided
If the answer to the cross-border question above at 1.g. was yes, complete the questions below.

Indicate if an evaluation for interregional cost allocation is desired.

1.q.i.

Interregional Cost Allocation Evaluation

No

1.q.ii.

Evaluated in interregional analysis under PJM
Tariff or Operating Agreement provisions

No

Indicate if the proposal has been evaluated in a coordinated interregional analysis under the PJM Tariff or
Operating Agreement provisions. Specify the analysis and applicable Tariff or Operating Agreement provisions.

If 'yes,' specify analysis and applicable Tariff
or Operating Agreement provisions
NA

List the specific regional and interregional violations and issues from the regional and/or interregional analyses
that identified the violations and issues addressed by the proposal.

1.q.iii.

Regional and Interregional violations and issues from the Regional and/or Interregional analyses
that identified the violations and issues addressed by the proposal.
NA

Overloaded Facilities

2. Overloaded Facilities
Facilities addressed by the proposed project
Instructions:
Identify the criteria violation(s) or system constraint(s) that the proposed project solves or mitigates.
2.a.

FG #

Analysis Type

Bus #

Facility Name

To Bus #

To Bus
Name

CKT

Voltage

Area

Overloaded Facilities

2. Overloaded Facilities
Facilities not addressed/caused by the proposed project
Instructions:
Identify the criteria violation(s) or system constraint(s) that the proposed project causes or does not address.
2.b.

Unique Proposer
Generated ID

Analysis Type

Bus #

Facility Name

To Bus #

To Bus Name

CKT

Voltage

Area

Overloaded Facilities

2. Overloaded Facilities
Market Efficiency flowgate(s) addressed by the proposed project
Instructions:
Identify the Market Efficiency flowgate(s) the proposed project mitigates.
2.c.

FG#
ME-1

Facility Name
Huntertown to Lincoln 115 kV

Area
METED

Type
Line

Frequency
(Hours)

Market Congestion ($
millions)

1720 $

20.77

Frequency
(Hours)

Market Congestion
($ millions)

1832 $

29.62

Greenfield Substation Component

7.

Greenfield Substation Component
Instructions

Inputs - 1

Provide the corresponding component number from the "Project Components" tab of the
proposal template.

7.a.

Component number

Provide the name for the proposed substation.

7.b.

Proposed substation name

Meade Substation

Provide the latitude and longitude (in decimal degrees) of the site(s) evaluated for the substation.

7.c.

Evaluated location(s)

Straban Township, PA
Latitude: 39°52'26.46"N
Longitude: 77°11'47.32"W

7.d.

Substation description

Provide a general description of the substation. Also, provide a single line diagram and general
arrangement drawing.

Construct a 4 position ultimate 115kV ring bus (Grant) at Lincoln Tap Substation. Grant will include four (4)
outgoing lines. Two (2) lines will go to Ortania. One (1) line will go to Hunterstown. One (1) line will go to
Lincoln.
7.e.

Describe the major substation equipment and provide the equipment ratings.

Substation equipment
•(4) 115kV circuit breakers, 40kA, SF6
•(8) 115kV bus disconnect switches, 3000A, 120kA, 550kV BIL
•(4) 115kV line disconnect switches with motor operator, 2000A, 100kA, 550kV BIL
•(4) 115kV line trap, 2000A
•(9) 115kV CCVTs with carrier accessories
•(3) 115kV PTs
•(2) SSVT, 115kV, 100kVA, 1 phase, 1 bushing
•(1) Control Building, 25'x 60' and associated equipment

7.f.
Describe the required site size, geography and current land use for the proposed site(s).

1

Geography and land use
This land is currently being used as farm land. Terrain in this location is steep, increased grading costs and
access road improvement costs are included in the bid. We will need to purchase approximatley 5 acres (some
of this being for the access road that needs improvements).

Cost Containment Commitment
To be publically posted by PJM
Blue indicates input cells for the Proposing Entity to complete
10.

Cost Containment Commitment
10.a.

Cost containment commitment
description

Provide a description of the cost containment mechanism being proposed.
10.b.

Project scope covered by the cost
containment commitment

10.b.i.

Cost cap in present year dollars

Indicate what project scope is covered by the proposed cost containment commitment. Identify
the components covered by number.
Provide, in present year dollars and year of occurrence dollars, the Proposing Entity's proposed
binding cap on capital expenditures.

Cost cap in in-service year dollars
10.b.ii.

Additional Information on cost cap:

10.b.iii.

Cost containment capital expenditure
exemptions

Provide any additional information related to the cap on capital expenditures, including but not
limited to: if AFUDC is included in the cap, if all costs prior to commercial operation date are
included in the cap, if the cap includes a variable or fixed inflation rate, etc.

Capital cost component
Engineering and design
Permitting / routing / siting
ROW / land acquisition
Materials and equipment
Construction and commissioning
Construction management
Overheads and miscellaneous costs
Taxes
AFUDC
Escalation

Indicate which components of capital costs fall under the cost cap.

10.c.
Describe any other cost containment measures not detailed above.

Describe any other Cost Containment
Measures not covered above:

Component covered
by cost
containment
Choose Yes or No
Choose Yes or No
Choose Yes or No
Choose Yes or No
Choose Yes or No
Choose Yes or No
Choose Yes or No
Choose Yes or No
Choose Yes or No
Choose Yes or No

Cost Containment Commitment
To be publically posted by PJM
Blue indicates input cells for the Proposing Entity to complete
10.

Cost Containment Commitment
10.d.

Cost Commitment Legal Language

10.e.

Actuals Exceed Commitment

10.f.

Redacted information

Provide language to be included in the Designated Entity Agreement that expresses the legally
binding commitment of the developer to the construction cost cap.

Explain any plans the proposing entity has in place to address the situation where project actual costs
exceed the proposed cost containment commitment.

Describe any files or information that has been redacted from this section and provide the basis for the
redaction.

